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Ques 1 List few examples of inequalities common in India? 

Ques 2 Define the term 'Dalit'. 

Ques 3 What is midday meal scheme? 

Ques 4 Define Dignity. 

Ques 5 What is the condition of the African-Americans despite      

legislations to stop inequality? 

Ques 6 What is the challenge of democracy? 

Ques 7 What is the civil rights movement? 

Ques 8 What do you mean by Constitution? 

Ques 9 What are the ways in which the government 

implements the equality concept? 

Ques 10 What is the major factor that would help in 

reducing/eliminating inequality? 
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Q.1) Define the Following Terms:- 
 

a) Universal Adult Franchise. 
b) Dignity 
c) Constitution. 

 

Q.2) Answer the following Questions : 
 

a) Why is Universal Adult Franchise important in a democracy? 
b) What are the different kinds of inequalities that exist in India? 
c) Who are Dalits ? Why are they called so? 
d) Name a famous Dalit writer and an autobiography written by 

him. 
e) List a few constitutional provisions which states that all 

citizens of India are equal. 
f) Enumerate any two laws which aim at ensuring equality in 

India. 
g) What are the two ways by which the government of India 

has tried to implement equality in our county? 
h) What is the Mid- Day meal program? List out any three of its 

benefits. 
i) What were the provisions of the Civil Rights act of 1964? 

How did it bring about a change in the American Society? 
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    Give one word answer for the following:- 
 

a. The first state to implement Mid Meal scheme was 
  . 

b. An American- African woman who became instrumental in starting an agitation 
against the discriminatory practice of the whites 
  . 

c. The Indian constitution recognizes every person as 
  . 

 

 Multiple choice questions: 
 

a) ……………….is the key feature of democracy. (Equality, Justice, Right to vote) 

b) The most common form of inequality in India is……………(Racial 

discrimination, caste system, right to vote) 

c) ……………is the term used to call lower castes use to address themselves. 

(Dalit, Brahmin, Kshatriyas) 

d) Dalit means……………9poor,broken,caste) 

e) Ansaries were being treated unequally on the basis of difference 

in……….(Caste, religion, racial discrimination) 

f) When persons are treated unequally, their………….is violated.(economic, 

dignity, job) 

g) The Indian Constitution recognizes every persons as……………( equal, 

unequal) 

h) ………………………..means all citizens have right to vote. ( Universal adult 

franchise, Equality) 
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Fill in the Blanks: 

i. ……………….is the autobiography written by Omprakesh Valmiki 

ii. ………………….is the first state in India to introduce Midday Meal 

scheme 

iii. …………….were treated unequally in USA 

iv. The Civil Rights Acts was passed in the year. 

v. ……………….an African – American women who changed the 

course of American history with one defiant act. 

 

Q1. Do people such as domestic workers and hawkers enjoy an equal 

status in society or social equality? Think about three reasons why they are 

not treated equally? 

Q2. Imagine yourself as President of India for a day and one task assigned 

to you is abolishing social inequality (discrimination on the basis of caste, 

creed, race, and color). As a president you would have access to resources 

and tremendous powers over several matters. 

I. How would you go about it? 

II. Suggest ways that you think would abolish social inequality. 
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Q.1 Describe the below picture in context to the Chapter 1 of Civics. 
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